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Abstract. We test a theoretical description of the void size distribution function against direct
estimates from halo catalogues of the DEMNUni suite of large cosmological simulations. Besides stan-
dard ΛCDM, we consider deviations of the dark energy equation of state from w = −1, corresponding
to four combinations in the popular Chevallier-Polarski-Linder parametrisation: w0 = −0.9;−1.1,
wa = −0.3; 0.3. The theoretical void size function provides an accurate description of the simula-
tion measurements for the different dark energy models considered, within the statistical errors. The
model remains accurate for any value of the threshold for void formation δv. Its robust consistency
with simulations demonstrates that the theoretical void size function can be applied to real data as a
sensitive tool to constrain dark energy.
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1 Introduction
Over the last two decades a revolutionary picture of our Universe emerged: the Hubble diagram of
Type Ia supernovae [1, 2] indicates a recent re-acceleration of the expansion rate, confirmed by other
cosmological measurements [e.g. 3, 4]. This suggests the existence of an extra fluid, dubbed “dark
energy”, contributing by about 68% to the total energy density of the Universe, in the simplest model
represented by Einstein’s cosmological constant Λ. While the nature of this fluid (and more in general
of the dark ingredients dominating the standard cosmological model) remains mysterious, different,
complementary probes promise to unveil its properties. Various statistics of the large-scale structure
(LSS) of the Universe are key probes upon which we place our hopes to explain the ingredients of
the standard model. Galaxy clustering, in particular, provides a way to measure both the expansion
history H(z), via baryonic acoustic oscillations (BAO) [5, 6], and the growth rate of structure, through
the anisotropy of clustering in redshift space [e.g. 7–9].
In this work we focus on a different feature of LSS known as cosmic voids. These underdense
regions represent the largest structures evident in 3D galaxy maps, with sizes spanning from tens to
hundreds of Mpc. Dark energy dominates the mass-energy budget inside voids earlier than for any
other structure in the Universe [10]. This means that voids reproduce the low-matter density condition
characterising the Λ-dominated era of accelerated expansion before other regions of the cosmic web,
making them particularly sensitive to the effects of dark energy [11–13]. With the increasing size of
galaxy redshift surveys in recent years, voids are emerging as an effective new probe of cosmology
[10, 11, 14–20].
Cosmic voids offer also a laboratory to study physics beyond the standard model: their properties,
for instance, are sensitive to modified gravity and the sum of neutrinos masses [11–13, 21–30]. With
sizes spanning a large range of values, void statistics respond to different physical mechanisms on
different scales. They have been shown to bear the signature of the Alcock-Paczyn´ski effect [18, 31–
36], redshift space distortions (RSD) [37–46], BAO [47], CMB lensing and weak gravitational lensing
[48–55], and the integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect [49, 56–62]. Void statistics also provide access to higher-
order clustering information, providing in this way measurements that are complementary to 2-point
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statistics from galaxy surveys and CMB anisotropies. As such, voids have the potential to help lift
existing degeneracies between different cosmological parameters.
The characterisation and study of voids, however, requires surveys of very large volumes mea-
suring large numbers of redshifts (to access large statistics and to resolve in detail properties of the
under-dense regions). Forthcoming projects, such as DESI (Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument)
[63], Euclid [64], and WFIRST (Wide Field Infrared Survey Telescope) [65] should produce catalogues
that are well-suited to this aim, collecting tens of millions of galaxy spectra. Nearly all-sky photomet-
ric surveys like LSST (Large Synoptic Survey Telescope, 2020), will also allow for void measurements
using photometric redshifts [52, 66].
The Fisher-matrix approach shows that the number of voids as a function of their size (i.e. the
void size distribution function, also known as void abundance) is a promising tool to understand
dark energy [11]. Voids are, thus, complementary to other classical probes of the equation of state
(EoS) of dark energy. In this paper we extend this investigation further, measuring the void size
function from dark matter halo catalogues obtained from the “Dark Energy and Massive Neutrino
Universe” (DEMNUni) simulation [67], which accounts for different EoS of dynamical dark energy.
In particular, we use four models characterised by different combinations of the parameters w0 and
wa, introduced in the popular Chevallier-Polarski-Linder (CPL) parametrisation of dynamical dark
energy [68, 69]. Direct comparison of these measurements tests if the void abundance is sensitive
enough to distinguish different EoS, for an hypothetical survey with the same volume, density, and
resolution as our simulations. Comparison to the theoretical description of the void size function
[70, 71] tests the ability of theoretical models to reproduce the “observed” measurements and capture
the details of the cosmological dependence. We focus our analysis on the simulation boxes centred at
z ∼ 1, corresponding to the typical redshift that next generation surveys will sample.
The paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the simulations; in Section 3 we
describe the void finder used to build the void catalogues. Section 4 presents the theoretical model of
the void size function and shows how to self-consistently match it to the simulated void catalogues.
Section 5 discusses whether the degeneracies between different dark energy EoS can be lifted using
void abundance (Sec. 5.1), how variations in the dark energy EoS impact void statistics (Sec. 5.2),
and whether the theoretical predictions match the void size function measured in the simulations (Sec.
5.3). We conclude in Section 6.
2 Simulations
Our work is based on the “Dark Energy and Massive Neutrino Universe” simulations (DEMNUni)
[67, 72], performed using the TreePM-SPH code Gadget-3 [73]. While the simulation suite also
implements massive neutrino effects, in this paper we consider the massless neutrino cases, focusing
on variants of the dark energy scenario. Recent companion papers study voids in the massive-neutrino
realisations of DEMNUni [29, 30].
The simulations have a Planck 2013 [74] baseline ΛCDM reference cosmology, with Ωm = 0.32
and flat geometry. We analyse four dark energy variants, described by the CPL parametrisation
[68, 69]
w(a) = w0 + (1− a)wa ⇒ w(z) = w0 + z
1 + z
wa , (2.1)
with parameter values chosen within the 2015 Planck boundaries [75]: w0 = [−0.9, −1.1] and wa =
[−0.3, 0.3]. In the massless neutrino case considered here, the simulations are characterised by a
softening length  = 20h−1Kpc, and a comoving volume of (2h−1Gpc)3 filled with 20483 dark matter
particles with mass M = 8× 1010 h−1M. All five numerical simulations (Λ-CDM plus the four EoS
variants) were started at redshift z = 99, producing 63 different time outputs, logarithmically spaced
in the scale factor a = 1/(1 + z), down to z = 0.
Voids are identified and selected within dark-matter halo catalogues built using a friends-of-
friends (FoF) algorithm [76, 77], with minimum halo mass fixed to MFoF ' 2.6× 1012 h−1M [67]. In
selecting voids from the distribution of halos in different cosmologies, two possible approaches can be
followed: (a) selecting all halos down to a fixed mass threshold, or (b) selecting all halos down to a
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mass when a fixed mean number density threshold is reached. Both methodologies have advantages
and disadvantages. For our purpose, we adopt the former approach, i.e. select down to a fixed halo
mass threshold. This, consequently, results in a different number density of halos when varying the
cosmology. The advantage of calibrating on a halo mass cut (which can be related to a luminosity or
stellar mass cut) is that of reproducing what is usually done on observational data, avoiding further
sub-sampling to achieve identical number densities, as required by method (b). Clearly, in this case
part of the constraining power might be degenerate with the halo mass function (i.e. the difference in
the void size function could be due to a difference in the halo mass function). We do not investigate
here how independent these two effects are in this respect; since systematic errors will be plausibly
different for the void mass function, we consider this approach to be more “agnostic”.
3 Void finder
To identify voids and build the void catalogues in each simulation we used the “Void IDentification and
Examination” (VIDE)1 public toolkit [17]. VIDE is based on the ZOBOV algorithm [78], that creates
a Voronoi tessellation of the tracer particle population (in our case, dark-matter halos), to estimate
the density field based on the underlying particle positions. The algorithm first groups nearby Voronoi
cells into zones, corresponding to local catchment “basins”. Next, a watershed transform is used to
merge adjacent zones into voids by finding minimum-density separating barriers: different basins are
merged into larger agglomerations whenever the barriers are below 20% of the mean density, while
voids remain as entities separated by the watershed barriers above this value. Topologically-identified
watershed basins and ridge lines are used to construct a nested hierarchy of voids. The algorithm
begins identifying the initial zones as the deepest voids, and as it progressively merges voids across
ridge-lines, it establishes parent voids and children sub-voids.
VIDE can be launched on any catalogue of tracers, such as dark matter particles and halos
(or galaxies) in simulations, as well as real galaxies in surveys; it is also capable to handle a survey
selection function and a mask. These features make VIDE a very flexible tool to compare voids in
data and simulations, as witnessed by its extensive cosmological applications over the past few years
[11, 17–20, 42, 66]. VIDE provides basic void information, such as their volume Vvoid (calculated as
the sum of the volumes of all contributing Voronoi cells), effective radius, central density, shape via
the inertia tensor, eccentricity, etc.; it also yields information about the void hierarchy. One important
quantity is the void barycentre, weighted by the volumes of the contributing Voronoi cells:
~Xv =
1∑
i Vi
∑
i
~xiVi , (3.1)
where xi and Vi are the positions and Voronoi volumes of each tracer particle i within the void.
Such definition implemented in VIDE uses information from the whole object, allowing for a more
robust identification of the void centre—where inevitably very few tracers are present, by definition.
A robust centre definition is of the utmost importance: it allows a robust study of the density profile
and statistics of voids, improving the connection between measured and theoretical void abundances
(see Section 4.2.2) [79].
In our analysis we mainly exploit two void features measured by VIDE. The first is the void size,
measured as an effective radius: Reff = (3Vvoid/(4pi))
1/3
, the radius corresponding to a sphere with
volume equal to the volume of the void. The second quantity that is relevant for our analysis is the
central density ρcentral, defined as the mean tracer density within a sphere of radius Reff/4 around
the volume-weighted barycenter.
4 Theory and setup
In this Section we introduce the theoretical framework to model cosmic void abundances (Sec. 4.1),
and discuss how to trim void catalogues and match theory with measurements (Sec. 4.2).
1http:www.cosmicvoids.net
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4.1 Theoretical model
In analogy to the analysis involving collapsed objects, it is possible to predict theoretically the number
of voids per unit volume, as a function of cosmological parameters. A method widely used in the
literature is an extension to voids of the excursion set model, developed within the framework of
the halo mass function [80–83], to obtain the distribution function of void sizes. First proposed by
Sheth & van de Weygaert [70] (SvdW), this approach has been more recently extended by Jennings
et al. [71]. The idea of using the excursion set model is based on the linear statistical properties of
the matter-field perturbations and on the spherical nonlinear collapse model. Contrary to the halo
abundance, which relies on halo masses, void abundance is described in terms of void radii. This is
a proxy to the void volume, which is a more directly observable quantity for voids, e.g. compared to
the halo mass.
The void size function depends on the top-hat model, according to which a void is a spherical
object in the matter distribution, with mean density contrast equal to a fixed negative value. The
mean density contrast within the radius r of a shell is:
∆(r) =
3
r3
∫ r
0
[
ρ(r′)
〈ρ〉 − 1
]
r′2dr′ , (4.1)
where 〈ρ〉 is the mean density of the Universe. According to the top-hat model, overdensities expe-
rience two main events during their evolution, turn-around and virialization. On the contrary, the
top-hat evolution of underdensities is not characterised by any specific event, they continue their
outward-directed expansion forever. Therefore it is common to consider the shell-crossing condition
as the event that characterises the void formation [70, 71, 84, 85]. This condition strictly depends on
the initial density profile of the underdensity. For a top-hat initial density profile, it happens at a
defined value of the density contrast: ∆SC ' −0.7953 in an Einstein-de Sitter universe. Importantly,
the properties of linear cosmological fluctuations, on which we rely to build the theoretical void size
functions, do not depend on any specific underdensity threshold nor on the shell-crossing condition.
In principle, we can calculate void size functions for any negative threshold value, not only for the
one corresponding to shell-crossing. This feature makes the void size function particularly versatile.
We can express the abundances of voids, or more generally of fluctuations in the matter field, as a
function of their mass as [70, 71]:
dnL
d ln M
=
〈ρ〉
M
fln σ(σ)
d ln σ−1
d ln M
, (4.2)
where fln σ(σ) is the fraction of fluctuations that become voids. To calculate this quantity we use the
excursion set formalism with two density thresholds: one for void formation δv, and one for collapse
δc ' 1.686. The threshold for collapse is necessary to take into account the fraction of underdensities
that lie within larger overdensities, i.e. the void-in-cloud fraction. This class of underdensities will
be squeezed out of existence by the larger collapsing overdensity that surrounds them [70]. Hence,
in order to evaluate the fraction of fluctuations that will evolve in voids, we calculate the probability
that a fluctuation of scale R (i.e. the fraction of random walks that) crosses δv, the void formation
threshold, and have never crossed δc, the threshold for collapse, at any scale larger than R:
fln σ(σ) = 2
∞∑
j=1
e−
(jpix)2
2 jpix2 sin (jpiD) , (4.3)
with
D = |δv|
δc + |δv| x =
D
|δv|σ , (4.4)
where σ is the variance of linear matter perturbations, and all the quantities are computed in the
linear regime, on which the excursion set formalism relies [71].
In order to connect the theory with observable voids we have to convert linear quantities into
the corresponding nonlinear ones. To obtain the number density of voids as a function of their size, a
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more relevant quantity for voids, we convert, in the linear regime, the mass M in Eq. (4.2) into the
volume: M → V (rL). As in Jennings et al. [71] we impose “volume conservation”, i.e. we fix the
void volume fraction of the Universe in linear regime to be equal to the one in the nonlinear regime:
V (r)dn = V (rL)dnL|rL=rL(r) , (4.5)
where rL indicates the shell radius in the limit of linear perturbation theory, and r the nonlinear
shell radius. The conversion for the linear to the nonlinear shell radius is given by the evolution of
perturbations in nonlinear regime
r
rL
=
( 〈ρ〉
ρv
)1/3
. (4.6)
Eq.(4.5) accounts for the fact that void merging preserves the volume fraction of voids in the Universe,
hence it accounts for void evolution considering that voids are not isolated objects. Substituting in
Eq. (4.2) the condition given by Eq. (4.5), together with the conversion M → V (rL), we obtain [71]:
dn
d ln r
=
fln σ(σ)
V (r)
d ln σ−1
d ln rL
d ln rL
d ln r
∣∣∣∣
rL=rL(r)
. (4.7)
While the fraction ρv/〈ρ〉 of Eq. (4.6) could in principle be written as a function of the void shape,
we describe voids as spherical. So this ratio is the same for each void, i.e. d ln rL/d ln r = 1, and we
can rewrite the void size function as
dn
d ln r
=
fln σ(σ)
V (r)
d ln σ−1
d ln rL
∣∣∣∣
rL=rL(r)
. (4.8)
Due to the condition of Eq. (4.5), this void size function is known as the “volume conserving model”,
or Vdn. It corresponds to the SvdW model with the additional condition of conserving volume, which
basically shifts the void size function towards lower values.
4.2 Analysis setup
In this Section we first explain how to select voids that are reliable and provide a high signal-to-noise
ratio (Sec. 4.2.1). In (Sec. 4.2.2) we then discuss how to prepare void catalogues from simulations
to allow a comparison with the theoretical model. These steps are necessary to match the theoretical
forecast of void abundance with simulations or data.
4.2.1 Criteria to select voids
To test the sensitivity of the void size distribution to the dark energy EoS, we first compare empirically
the abundances measured in the simulations. The algorithm we use, VIDE, follows a parameter free
philosophy, hence including all the underdensities found in a given dataset. We thus explore whether
filtering the void catalogues according to suitable void physical features could enhance the sensitivity
to the EoS. We follow two criteria.
The first criterion aims at minimising systematic effects, such as noise and the fraction of spurious
voids (e.g. Poisson voids [78]). The mean halo density in the simulations fixes the spatial resolution
of the halo catalogues; thus, we discard all voids that have an effective radius smaller than the mean
halo separation, defined as Rmhs = [Nhalos/Vsim]
−1/3
. In each DEMNUni box at z = 1 used in this
work we have ∼ 11× 106 halos and Rmhs is approximately 9 h−1Mpc.
The second criterion aims at maximising the signal-to-noise ratio, using the void central density.
With the goal of improving the match between observed and modelled voids, Jennings et al. [71]
suggested to filter the void catalogue according to their core density, i.e. the density of the central
Voronoi cell used in the void definition. Here we apply a similar technique, but using the void central
density and then check the consistency of the results both with and without filtering. In this way, we
select voids that share similar features, e.g. they have a depth below a fixed value.
Therefore we select voids with ρcentral = 0, i.e. voids with no halo within Reff/4. The strength
of this filter depends on the tracer we use, that is, in our case, on the minimum halo mass of the
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simulations (∼ 2.6 × 1012h−1M). We checked that choosing a milder filtering does not change the
overall results. Hereafter we will refer to the catalogues selected with the ρcentral = 0 threshold as the
“filtered catalogues”.
In Fig. 1 we present the first results of our analysis (see also Sec. 5.1 for a discussion), i.e. the
void abundances as measured from the filtered (right panel) and unfiltered (left panel) void catalogues
extracted from the DEMNUni simulation. We note that large voids are more sensitive to the central
density threshold cut; when the density threshold is lowered they are the first to decrease in number.
We discuss the mechanism producing this behaviour. If we consider the life of a single void, during
its evolution it increases in size and becomes deeper in the inner regions, due to matter evacuation
(see e.g. Fig. 3 of [70]). This dynamics suggests that large voids are also more evolved. On the other
hand, we expect also that large voids begin their evolution as large shallow underdensities, since,
given the shape of the matter power spectrum, fluctuations on larger scales have lower variance. As
such, it is statistically rare to find large voids that are also deep. It follows that, considering families
of voids with the same age but different sizes, on average large voids are shallower than small ones.
Fig. 1 in Hamaus et al. [79] confirms this scenario.
4.2.2 Void catalogue preparation
The theoretical definition of a void as a dark matter underdensity hardly matches the object identified
in observations, e.g. the watershed void found in the distribution of galaxy tracers. The theoretical
void size function relies, in fact, on the top-hat model, according to which a void is a spherical
object defined by a mean density contrast equal to a given (negative) value Eq. (4.1). To be able to
compare observational data with theory, therefore, we have to be able to reconcile these different void
descriptions.
A first method to connect theory and observations is to leave δv as a free parameter and calibrate
it in order to make the theoretical void size functions to fit the measured void abundance in the
considered data set. This method allows to overcome the problem by parametrising our ignorance
[11, 86, 87]. On the other hand, as suggested by Jennings et al. [71], it would be interesting to
directly connect the top-hat definition to observed voids, matching the theoretical void size function
with the measured abundances in the data set without any free parameter. This second option is more
attractive, we thus implement it for the given DEMNUni void catalogues.
The most direct way to connect the top-hat void definition with voids found by VIDE is to
reconstruct their density profile using the spherical shape approximation. This is possible for three
main reasons. First, void ellipticity is low: for example, in the ΛCDM case we measure a mean
ellipticity e = 0.13+0.06−0.05. Second, with our large volumes and therefore large statistics, voids can
be safely considered as spherical on average [32]. Finally, the abundance is a statistical measure for
which in any case individual void features are averaged out. Summarising, to first approximation, in
deriving the void abundance we can consider voids as spherical objects. This, together with the fact
that void profiles are universal [88], gives us a way to connect our VIDE voids with the the top-hat
model definition.
We thus find the radius r inside which the mean density contrast equals the chosen threshold.
This is the crucial point in the procedure, as it re-normalises the void radii to the same density
contrast. We note that to reconstruct the spherically averaged void density profile a robust void
centre definition is crucial. Therefore relying on a void centre found from a non-spherical void-finding
algorithm enhances the reliability of the methodology. This is the case for the volume-weighted
barycentre of VIDE defined in Eq. (3.1). In contrast, void centre definitions based on sparse particle
counts can be more affected by sampling artefacts and less optimal for this application.
We then check whether void abundances obtained with resized voids match the theoretical void
size functions. Following [71], we adopt the following strategy:
• We resize all VIDE voids to the fixed threshold, which we call δHv,NL, where H stands for halos,
the tracer using for the void finding procedure. We apply the resizing using the code by Ronconi
& Marulli [89], available in the CosmoBolognaLib C++/Python library2 [90]. The subscript
2https://github.com/federicomarulli/CosmoBolognaLib
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NL (Non Linear), here and in the following, indicates when we are considering fully nonlinear
quantities.
• The theoretical void size function is referred to the statistical properties of matter, not of
the tracers. We follow Pollina et al. [20, 66] to compute the threshold in the matter δmv,NL,
which corresponds to the one in the halo distribution and then invert the linear bias relation
δHv,NL = beff × δmv,NL (with beff being the tracer bias).
• In order to calculate the theoretical void size function, we need to express the matter underden-
sity threshold in linear theory. This is obtained in the spherical collapse model by converting
the nonlinear density contrast, δmv,NL, into the corresponding linear one, δv.
3 We verified that
this conversion is weakly dependent on the redshift and variations of the dark energy EoS. This
would allow marginalization over δv, when considering the different EoS implemented in the
DEMNUni simulations (as done in [11]).
• To account for the redshift dependence of the void size function, we extrapolated all quantities
using linear theory to the present time, z = 0, [82], as it is done in the case of the halo mass
function [70, 83]:
δv → δv/D(z)
δc → δc/D(z)
σ → σ(z = 0) ,
(4.9)
where D(z) is the growth factor in linear theory [91] normalised to unity at z=0.
We now have all the tools to calculate the theoretical void size function and compare it with the void
abundances of the resized void catalogues from the simulations.
5 Analysis
In this section we first compare the measured size functions from the different simulations, discussing
how sensitive they are to variations of the dark energy EoS. Secondly, we verify whether the theoretical
model is capable to match the corresponding simulation.
5.1 Sensitivity to dark energy EoS
While we can distinguish different dark energy EoS from ΛCDM using traditional observables (such as
the halo mass function), void abundances can contribute in breaking the degeneracy between different
models as they are subject to different systematics and are potentially more sensitive since they are
dark-energy dominated objects. We first consider the total number of voids in each cosmology (a
simpler observable), and then analyse in more detail the overall shape of the void size function.
As shown in Table 1, by simply measuring the total number of simulated voids for each dark
energy model, we can break the degeneracy between the ΛCDM model and the EoS with [w0, wa] =
[−0.9, 0.3] and [w0, wa] = [−1.1,−0.3]. This is coherent with [11], given the Fisher matrix orientation,
and confirms the naive expectation that it is easier to distinguish CPL models where w(z) is farther
from ΛCDM.
As mentioned above, in Fig. 1 we compare the full void size function for the four evolving dark
energy EoS and ΛCDM. For small radius values, the void size functions with [w0, wa] = [−0.9, 0.3]
and [−1.1,−0.3] are clearly distinguishable from ΛCDM. Conversely, at large radii Poisson noise
dominates. The filter mildly increases the separation from ΛCDM at larger radii: while its effect is
stronger for the [w0, wa] = [−0.9, 0.3] case (orange curve), for the other models uncertainties remain
3In EdS the inversion can be done analytically, being δmv,NL(η) =
9
2
(sinh η−η)2
(cosh η−1)3 , while the corresponding linear
contrast is δv(η) =
3
20
[6(sinh η − η)]2/3. In the spherical evolution model, the value of η corresponding to the full
nonlinear quantity δmv,NL allows us to recover the corresponding linear theory underdensity δv.
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Unfiltered Filtered
Cosmology Ntot Ntot/Ntot,ΛCDM − 1 (%) Ntot Ntot/Ntot,ΛCDM − 1 (%)
ΛCDM 78589 — 54394 —
[−0.9,−0.3] 78756 0.21± 0.51 54604 0.39± 0.61
[−0.9, 0.3] 75169 −4.35± 0.49 42123 −4.18± 0.59
[−1.1,−0.3] 80200 2.05± 0.51 55637 2.29± 0.62
[−1.1, 0.3] 78658 −0.09± 0.5 54639 0.45± 0.61
Table 1: Total number of voids (Ntot) and relative number of voids with respect to the ΛCDM
case (Ntot/Ntot,ΛCDM − 1) in the unfiltered and filtered catalogues at z = 1.05. The uncertainty is
Poissonian.
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Figure 1: Void abundances measured in the DEMNUni simulations without any void selection (left)
and filtered (right). The upper charts show abundances for the five different cosmologies. The lower
charts show the relative abundances against the ΛCDM case. The errorbars are the Poissonian
uncertainties.
high and filtering only provides a mild enhancement to break degeneracy. A larger volume will increase
the statistic of large voids, promising to make the filter more effective.
This analysis shows that, for a survey with volume of 8 (h−1Gpc)3 at 〈z〉 = 1, measuring the void
size function allows to disentangle ΛCDM from a [w0, wa] = [−0.9, 0.3] dynamical dark energy model
at the 8.9σ confidence level, and the [−1.1,−0.3] model at a 4σ confidence level. Milder deviations
(such as models with [w0, wa] = [−0.9,−0.3] or [−1.1, 0.3]), are instead marginally distinguishable
within our simulated volumes using this statistics. Considering a bin size of δz = ±0.1 centred
at z = 1, a survey such as Euclid will be characterised by a volume close to DEMNUni. Of course
considering the whole light-cone would provide a much larger volume, implying a stronger constraining
power (in addition to exploiting redshift dependence).
While degeneracy breaking is a first step, building a reliable theoretical prediction of the abun-
dance in other cosmologies is far more powerful to constrain parameters. We first discuss in the next
Section an interpretation of measured abundances in simulations, and then focus in Section 5.3 on
their match with theoretical prescriptions.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the dark energy EoS (left panel) and of the dark energy density ρDE (right
panel), both as a function of redshift z. The parameter ρm is the matter density. In both panels the
vertical lines represent respectively the redshift value at which the Universe begins to accelerate its
expansion (dotted line, zΛCDMacc = 0.620), and the redshift of the matter-dark energy density equality
(dash dotted line, zΛCDMeq = 0.286), both for the ΛCDM model.
5.2 Phenomenology of dark energy effects
In this section we qualitatively discuss the signature of dark energy with different EoS on void pop-
ulations, by recognising the physics that comes into play. We aim to show that the ordering of void
abundances from the DEMNUni simulations observed in Section 5.1 matches our physical expecta-
tions, focusing on small and large size voids. We recall that the dark energy density value is given
by ΩDE = 0.68 at z = 0 for all the simulated cosmologies. Qualitative statements therefore refer
exclusively to mild deviations of the dark energy EoS with respect to ΛCDM.
The impact of dark energy on voids needs to be analysed considering two aspects: on the one
hand, the moment when dark energy becomes the dominant component (hence the fact that its
impact becomes relevant earlier or later with respect to ΛCDM); on the other hand, the depth of the
perturbation, which can be related to its evolution time. To help the discussion, Fig. 2 shows the
evolution of the dark energy EoS and of the dark energy density ρDE as functions of redshift.
As mentioned above, large voids begin their evolution as large and shallow underdensities in
the matter field, since the variance of the matter perturbations at large scales is small. It is very
unlikely that large voids belong to the void-in-cloud class, hence their evolution is straightforward:
they continuously expand. The evolving time in which large voids become deeper voids is roughly
comparable with the Hubble time [92, 93]. Therefore the main aspect impacting the evolution of
large voids is represented by the time at which the dark energy contribution starts, later or earlier
for different EoS with respect to ΛCDM implementation. More precisely, as shown in Fig. 2, a dark
energy with more negative w(z) dominates later than in ΛCDM, and a dark energy with less negative
w(z) dominates earlier. Dark energy will have respectively less (or more) time to contribute to the
expansion of voids, according to the more (or less) negative value for the EoS.
For small voids the situation is different: at small scales the variance of the matter field per-
turbations is large. The underdensities span a large range of depths. In general, according to the
top-hat model, the deeper the voids are, the shorter the void evolution time is. The time-scale of
the evolution of small voids depends on the particular value of their underdensity in each case, but
globally the population of small voids evolves on a time scale smaller than the Hubble time. If the
dark energy density dominates for a longer time than for ΛCDM (w(z) > −1), the growth of late time
perturbations is slowed down and prevents the formation of new smaller voids. However, large voids
have already formed earlier and are now expanding even faster than in ΛCDM. Vice versa, if dark
energy dominates for a shorter time (w(z) < −1), late-time perturbations can grow larger and form
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more small voids, but the earlier existing large voids expand more slowly than in ΛCDM. Referring
to our cases: dark energy with w < −1 (green curve, left panel of Fig. 2 at z = 1) shows more small
voids than in ΛCDM at the same epoch. Vice versa, at fixed z, for w > −1 (yellow curve, left panel
of Fig. 2) there are fewer small voids than in the ΛCDM case.
The above reasoning explains qualitatively the behaviour of the void population for [w0, wa] =
[−1.1,−0.3] and [w0, wa] = [−0.9, 0.3]. The other two cosmologies are more entangled with the ΛCDM
model, as wa compensates the impact of w0. For these cases the epoch of dark energy domination
is slightly affected and so also the abundance of large voids. While the simplistic discussion above
can give an indication of the trend (in particular for small voids) it does not allow us to reasonably
predict the behaviour of their abundance. Other mechanisms can play a role, which becomes relevant
for these cases. One aspect is the surrounding environment, that is particularly relevant for small
voids, e.g. the void-in-cloud mechanism.
Table 2 schematically sums up the discussion to explain abundance behaviour for large and small
voids for the different EoS compared to the ΛCDM case.
w0 wa DE domination period Large voids Global EoS value (z = 1) Small voids
-1.1 -0.3 shorter than ΛCDM ↘ more negative than ΛCDM ↗
-1.1 0.3 shorter than ΛCDM ∼ compensated less negative than ΛCDM ∼ compensated
-0.9 -0.3 larger than ΛCDM ∼ compensated more negative than ΛCDM ∼ compensated
-0.9 0.3 larger than ΛCDM ↗ less negative than ΛCDM ↘
Table 2: Qualitative description of the impact of the considered dark energy EoS on the population
of voids with respect to the ΛCDM case ([w0, wa] = [−1, 0]). The arrows indicate if the population is
increased (↗) or reduced (↘) with respect to the ΛCDM case, and colours correspond to the plot.
5.3 Theory description
In this Section we proceed to match the theoretical predictions for void abundances with measurements
from the simulations, without resorting to the addition of any free parameter.
5.3.1 Void abundance match: ΛCDM
We follow the strategy described in Sec. 4.2.2: we obtain the linear threshold δv corresponding to the
nonlinear threshold in the matter distribution δmv,NL; obtained by inverting the linear bias relation:
δHv,NL = beff × δmv,NL, and considering the conversion between linear and nonlinear. The effective bias
beff of the FoF halos is computed using the Sheth & Tormen [81] model. We study the corresponding
void size function for the ΛCDM case for a fixed δv value and show our results in Fig. 3
4. In the left
panel, the black dashed curve represents the measured void abundance of the resized void catalogue
for ΛCDM, while the grey curve represents the theoretical void size function for one fixed δv value in
the halo distribution with beff the effective halo bias. We note that the radius range of this analysis is
different from the one shown in Sec. 5.1, where the effective void radius was defined via the watershed
approach. Here the radius Rresized refers to spherically resized voids, and therefore is smaller than
the effective radius of watershed voids. The resized void range corresponds to observable voids in the
range Reff = [35− 70] h−1Mpc.
The uncertainty in the theoretical void size functions is due to the resizing procedure and is
estimated in the following way. We fix the threshold value δHv,NL we wish to consider and we re-scale
each void up to the corresponding radius using the algorithm in [89]. We then calculate independently
the actual density contrast within the re-scaled radius for each void, we use the peak of the distribution
of the measured density contrast as the effective threshold value, and quantify the uncertainty in the
resizing procedure via the half-width-half-maximum of the measured density contrast distribution.
4We note that two recent papers [94, 95] tested the same theoretical model on ΛCDM halos from simulations, albeit
with smaller volume. Aside from looking at different EoS for dark energy in our paper, we confirm the validity of Vdn
model in the ΛCDM case with DEMNUni simulations, much larger in volume and with about the same mass resolution.
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Figure 3: Match of the measured abundances of voids (after resizing procedure) with theoretical
predictions. The left panel shows the measurement for δHv,NL = −0.887 (black curve), and the corre-
sponding theoretical void size function obtained using beff as described in the text (grey curve). The
right panel shows the measured void abundances for various thresholds δHv,NL (dashed curves), and
the corresponding theoretical void size functions (solid curves). The current resized voids correspond
to observable voids in the range Reff = [35 − 70] h−1Mpc. Shaded areas give the uncertainty in the
resizing procedure (see text).
Finally we obtain the corresponding linear values for matter used to build the theoretical curve:
δv = −0.887+0.038−0.028. While there might be ways to improve the resizing procedure and reduce this
uncertainty, we have focused here on testing this first version that relies on simple principles. We will
explore possible improvements in future work.
Within the estimated theoretical errors, we obtain a good agreement between data and theory
without the need of free parameters, using only quantities that can be theoretically predicted: we
are able to forecast the void size function with a fully theoretical approach. We note that, for low
values of the resized radius, the measured void abundances are below theoretical predictions. This is
a consequence to the sparse statistics of small voids when approaching the mean halo separation of
the considered simulations; denser surveys will have access to better void statistics in those ranges
(e.g. PFS [96], WFIRST [97]), likely filling the gap.
Finally we check how the theoretical void size function depends on the threshold value. We vary
the threshold value δHv,NL while holding the effective bias fixed (right panel Fig. 3). All the measured
void abundances are within the uncertainty of the theoretical predictions (except at very small radii).
This result confirms that the theoretical void size function prediction works for many threshold values.
We notice that in observations this is a powerful tool to use, as it will allow to optimise the choice of
the threshold to enhance cosmological constraints from the void size function.
The void size function prediction is obviously bias dependent, since the threshold δv is derived
from the ratio δHv,NL/beff ; therefore the use of different halo bias models can impact the theoretical
prediction (we tested models such as e.g. [98–101] instead of [81]). The bias dependence of theoretical
void size function might be affected by different systematic effects with respect to the halo mass
function or observables related to clustering statistics. Interestingly, the use of the bias dependence of
the void size function could be complementary to classical bias estimators. On the other hand, other
techniques exist to directly estimate bias from data (e.g. 3-pt halo statistics), and therefore it would
be possible to rely on direct bias measurements rather than using theoretical bias models. This, of
course, makes void size function predictions case-by-case dependent, since they are expected to change
with the considered void tracers. The methodology, relying on bias measurements from higher order
statistics, would be fully based on real data analysis. In future work we plan to directly measure the
bias from our simulations to test this data-only based methodology with different cosmologies (see
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Figure 4: Each panel represents the measured void abundances after applying the resizing procedure
(dashed curves), and the corresponding theoretical void size functions (solid curves), for various
threshold values δHv,NL, and for the four sets of parameters of the CPL dark energy EoS. Shaded areas
give the uncertainty in the resizing procedure (see text).
[95] for the ΛCDM case, albeit with a smaller simulation volume).
5.3.2 Void abundance match: varying the dark energy EoS
We repeat the above procedure for the CPL parametrisation with the four sets of [w0, wa] parame-
ters implemented in DEMNUni suite to check if the theoretical void size function is able to predict
simulations in dynamical dark energy models. The results presented in Fig. 4 show we obtain a good
agreement between the measurements and the theoretical void size functions in the different cosmolo-
gies, where the dependence in the void size function is implicitly contained in the linear growth factor
D(z) [91], and mildly in the variance σ of the linear matter perturbations. As for the ΛCDM case, for
all the analysed threshold values the agreement is obtained by using the Sheth & Tormen [81] effective
bias, computed for all the different dark energy EoS. We note also in this case that the abundance
of small voids falls below the theoretical prediction. In addition, mainly for the [w0, wa] = [−0.9, 0.3]
case (upper right panel in Fig. 4), the observed void abundance for two threshold values (green and
orange curves) lies somewhat outside the uncertainty of the theoretical prediction. This mild mis-
match could be due both to the non-optimal resizing procedure, and to bias modelling, the latter
would need to be tested against different cosmological models.
Finally we notice that the resizing procedure reduces the dependence of the void abundance
on the dark energy parametrisation. This is because this procedure finds the radius at which the
mean number density of tracers within a sphere, centred on the void centre, reaches the considered
threshold value. If this is not done precisely enough, one obtains the radius of voids corresponding to
a distribution of thresholds, rather than one defined value (as the shaded area shows). In this way the
differences due to different dark energy EoS can be washed out. However, the idea of void resizing is a
promising procedure and deserves future investigation aiming at enhancing its precision. As discussed
in Sec. 6, one simple strategy to reduce its uncertainty could be to rely on a more robust modelling
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of the void density profile (see e.g. [79, 102]). Further improving such precision is needed in view of
forthcoming galaxy surveys such as DESI, Euclid, and WFIRST.
Summarising, we showed that the theoretical void size function agrees, within the errors, with
measurements from simulations for different cosmological models, i.e. the standard ΛCDM model
and the CPL parametrisation with the four sets of [w0, wa] parameters implemented in DEMNUni.
We also obtained a good agreement using various threshold values for each cosmological model. This
allows on the one hand to select the best threshold δv for the available data, and on the other hand
to use different threshold values to better constrain cosmological parameters with void abundances
(even if, of course, measurements in this case will be correlated).
Our work opens up the possibility to robustly predict void abundances from surveys in a fully
theoretical way, even for various dark energy EoS, and to extract cosmological parameter constraints
via void abundance from upcoming galaxy surveys.
6 Conclusions and future perspectives
In this work we have confirmed, using halo catalogues from numerical simulations, the expectation
that voids are sensitive to the dark energy EoS. Our analysis – made possible by the large volume
and resolution of DEMNUni simulations – demonstrates that void abundance represents a robust
diagnostic to test cosmology. As we have shown, the void size function can contribute to break
degeneracies existing in other measurements between different dark energy EoS models, thus providing
a complementary tool to classical cosmological probes.
We showed that the theoretical framework to describe the void size function is robust to be used
with upcoming data-sets. Our theoretical prediction is in good agreement with the actual simulation
measurements, for all dark energy EoS considered and, notably, for different threshold values δv.
Importantly, such an agreement is obtained using voids from halo catalogues, an approach that is
closer to real galaxy catalogues and extends the work of Jennings et al. [71], Pisani et al. [11],
Ronconi et al. [94], and Contarini et al. [95]. Our theoretical approach is based on the halo bias
model of Sheth & Tormen [81]; it could be interesting to explore the use of bias obtained directly
from real data or simulations with different cosmologies. These results set the general framework to
forecast with a fully theoretical approach the number density of voids as a function of their size to be
expected from future surveys. They pave the way towards a reliable use of void abundance as a probe
of cosmology. Future surveys such as DESI, Euclid, and WFIRST will observe a wider redshift range
(and hence a larger volume) than the one considered in this work. This will yield improved statistics
and thus tighter constraints.
Improvements in the methodology are still possible to further enhance its reliability. First, one
could improve the treatment of Poisson voids, for example using a machine learning-based multivariate
analysis as done in Cousinou et al. [103]). These authors show that the density of the central Voronoi
cell (reasonably correlated with the central density used here) and the effective radius play a central
role in discerning how reliable a void is, in particular for well-sampled catalogues as in our case (see
[103] for details). A second possibility, that we are considering for future work, would be to improve
the modelling of density profiles (see [79, 102]) to enhance the accuracy of the resizing procedure for
each δv. This would allow for improved theoretical predictions and enhanced signal-to-noise, with a
more powerful distinction between different dark energy EoS.
Investigations of the redshift dependence of the void size function in different dark energy scenar-
ios and in combination with massive neutrinos, as well as the study of the impact of peculiar velocities
[41], are all possible using the extended set of DEMNUni simulations, and are left for future work.
Finally further important aspects, such as the impact of survey mask and selection effects, will also
deserve careful consideration in this context.
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